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Hey guys, sending love and “feel better” thoughts to all the survivors out there. 

Because, that’s what we are. Loving people. 

O.k., so long story short, most people don’t mean to cause harm. Some get caught in the “crowd event” 

of it. They are being used by mean people when they sit logded in your body to share time. So they have 

to also focus on zapping the groin area, the nose, legs, anything… Imagine a picture of yourself in the 

tough moment (memory zaps work too---believe it through) and swat it like rug with a bunch of dust on 

it. Also, Imagine a screen filtering the people’s energy over the area that is directed towards you, and 

separate “the wheat from the chaffe”) It takes work and time, so we have to be patient. Don’t panic, it 

will be o.k. Be nice. There’s lots of nice people around. Hang in there buddy. 

Even now, do a little zap for me. Gotta keep zapping. If you slowly zap over time work at it in your 

mind’s eye, you will find the energy zones that clear these people off your body. Try to focus in on the 

“connection” areas that people are latching onto. Again, the groin, nose, legs, they are part of your 

body, so you have a right to re-take over your body from them. Say thank you, and “please don’t strain, 

and please don’t tense up” in a gentle tone. We like to “check our tone”, in general. Also, we really have 

to calm our nerves. In general. 

Sometimes we have to stay up late to tend to the zapping. Folks are inconveniencing us, so, there are 

times to really end the Ventruiliquizm. We have to feel better and be as clear as is comfortable and to 

not “camera lock” up. Maintenance helps this. It’s just a terrible thing to be hated and deliberately extra 

disabled than any of us humans are already dealing with, with all of our different life situations. I should 

know, a ton of people were trying to sabotage me, which is why I have been blessed with special 

monitoring by the tech experts of the world who care about the future of the world and caring about 

nice people. IF yer out there guys, we would do the same for you. Love ya. Extra prayers to anyone 

dealing with lonliness, physical pain or confusion. 

I happen to have had an unusually tough attack on my being over the years because of haters “on 

ground” that disrespect me as an impulse because “every action has an equal and opposite reaction”---

my fellow brothas and sistahs who say I’m alright in their book can’t convince everyone, and the 

comparison drama with my friend B who I’ve known all my life and supported spiritually, has created a 

lot of onslaught around my physical existence. A lot of folks like the International Jones type rappers 

don’t realize that they directly influence how many people continue to inhabit my old friend’s body.  As 

we know, this is absolutely real. So our remedy is for some of the folks to pay him in a discrete way, and 

close the case. Or a lot of folks would just rather witness the lessons learned by the people who are 

Q’ing and then doing an awards show, and thinking everything’s just fine and dandy…la..la…la..la… well. 

Folks who care know, it’s goin’ down…People will start getting phone calls, seeing themselves on the t.v. 

and of course the innuendos go on n on. Regardless, when they die, God will teach them respect. That’s 

as much a fact as the Earth is still rotating and revolving around the sun. The devil is a divided beast. We 

learn things over time, so it cannot take it from us immediately, as it’s impatient way wants to do. For 

this one, nothing is new... The 4 is the beast. That’s our experience because the problem is not being 

remedied. Case closed.  
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The future is already planned to watch these “kill, steal, and destroy” folks smell death in their world, for 

not helping him. We all know who we are and the people in the business who share a mutual respect. 

That’s how God works. We will just watch, and be glad we have learned respect and appreciate the law 

of love. A lot of these folks have been nonchalantly disrespecting me, (that’s carelessly infecting the 

hope we try to build) and we have been trying to communicate and let the haters smell the death that 

they have created. We are peaceful and loving. They are not. It’s cut and dry. They project the hate, and 

they blame their “mis-understood” opinion on me, and us. The same goes for all of us. WE are all 

important and have something to share with the world. 

When they say, ”oh, yeah, someone was reporting, but we didn’t really mean that.” Well, the truth is 

that it created a build up “camera lock” on my body, and tensed up my muscles so that I was feeling 

confused and strained for many years now. These folks don’t care, and should not be involved in the air. 

They don’t know God’s rules. That’s the main reason I always say “please, lets move along” Now B is 

continuing to build up people within, with no strategy to clear them. God bless him. 

I also notice that when I pray out loud over and over to help get through the “zapathon” transition, the 

folks trying to hurt me act just like the Bible says “scoffers” and like the devil functions. “ He who trys to 

correct a scoffer, gets himself abuse”, (Proverbs—9:7-17) - and that in general, the fools returning to 

their vomit and laughing at any attempt for reason won’t stop the onslaught from the non chalant 

disrespect that has been directed at me for many years. Now, the only way that the scoffer will listen is 

zap them, so the haters can smell death, and to get biblical. We recently read the end of the Old 

Testament and the New testament making careful notes. God is love, called to his purpose, and God is 

mercy, however, these people are not following the basic law of love that our hearts are knit together 

with. Besides that, how can you forgive someone, when the victims are still going through it? (well, 

thank God for us nice people that is----be thankful for the nice people in the air) 

 

 

So the best way is, to repeat, “please don’t strain, please don’t tense up” and keep zapping. Public 

places where there are lots of people help illuminate the problem people (energy zap points), and we 

generally share these problem areas, so we can all work together to clear the space for living more 

comfortably. 

 

Again, for all ages, these people are known as the devil “to kill, steal and destroy” (John---10:10) The 

mean people are just new versions of the same scoffer stuff. But don’t try to teach them this, they will 

laugh at you in the  face, as the devil does. We have found this for years now. We all go through the 

same. Say “the Lord rebuke thee” quietly to yourself, and see if you can make them smell death. Always 

saying something nice to send the positive vibes out is a good strategy. Just try not to engage the haters. 

The world industry is going to continue to put the hater’s noses in the shit they throw. Yup, hang in 

there good people. Good people and families win. Thank God for the network of good people. 
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